Vidyo for Education

Vidyo for Research in Higher Education

In the Humanities & Sciences, basic and applied research require extensive communication from inception through final publication of results. Research is often conducted by teams of scientists located around the world. When teams like these are working on scientific breakthroughs, they need a reliable way to collaborate on their work and share their findings effectively in real-time if they are to succeed.

What are Your Needs?

• Are you able to connect researchers with the subject matter and subject matter experts?
• Can you provide your research team with a platform for collaboration and teamwork?
• Would you like to bring researchers together with stakeholders and expand the application of current and future research?
• Are your research results easily shared and discussed with all interested parties?

At Issue | The Vidyo Solution
---|---
The need to connect researchers to research studies in progress without the burden of travel requirements | The Vidyo platform connects researchers to research studies in progress – no matter the location. For example, a university research fellow can connect with grad students conducting supporting research in a variety of remote locations. The ability to cut travel time and expense saves research teams precious time needed to complete work without exceeding department budgets or research grants.
The need to provide a collaborative platform for research teams | Vidyo makes it easy for researchers from different campuses, universities or field locations to collaborate with one another. Researchers can connect within minutes for scheduled or ad hoc meetings—all that’s needed is a webcam-equipped device and an internet connection.
The need to bring researchers and stakeholders together | When researchers are able to connect with key stakeholders such as grantors, the result is increased visibility, knowledge sharing and accountability over the course of projects that may involve significant grants and require many months or years to complete. Enhanced communication helps researchers to provide stakeholders with timely and informative updates on progress.
The need to publish and disseminate information and research for continued analysis and practical use | Research is by nature dynamic, being analyzed and updated after its initial publication. The Vidyo conferencing platform extends access to and use of published work so that researchers can easily conduct webcasts or live lectures and record these sessions for archival and later use.

For information, contact us at: info@vidyo.com
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